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IntroductionIntroduction
This paper presents some findings of the survey work conducted 
in Armenia in the scope of the “Supporting the International 
Development of CIS Agriculture” (SIDCISA) project, funded by 
EU INTAS.

SIDCISA project aimed at understanding the supply chain 
relationships of commercial milk producers in Armenia, Moldova 
and Ukraine.

This paper mainly concentrates on the relationships of the 
member farmers and cooperatives as their main buyers as well as 
provides interesting comparisons with the relationships 
individual farmers have with their main buyers (dairy processors).



Research MethodologyResearch Methodology

The research was based on survey data. 300 farmers were 
drawn randomly from all regions of Armenia  which have 
significant commercial milk production, based on proportions 
given from statistical data on milk production. 

The sample turned out containing 238 individual farmers (non-
members) selling their milk to dairy processors and 62 
cooperative member farmers selling their milk to cooperatives. 
The study compares these two sub-samples aiming to show 
whether there are significant differences between the 
relationships of member-coop vs. farmer-processor. 

Collected data concerned: farm growth, prices, yields, 
investment, the nature and satisfaction with relationships with 
their main buyer and non-price aspects of contracts.  



Background: Armenia in TransitionBackground: Armenia in Transition

During the Soviet period 
Armenia was an industrialized 
country with a large rural 
population. Armenia was 
exporting its outputs chiefly to 
the other “brother” republics, 
and in turn relying on them for 
key inputs. 

The market-oriented reforms 
introduced in 1991-92 
comprised the privatization of 
many productive resources and 
organizations. 



Problems During TransitionProblems During Transition
Like in many transitional countries of Europe and 
Central Asia (ECA), a major problem in Armenia during 
the transition period was the breakdown of the 
relationships of farms with input suppliers and output 
markets. 

The result is that many farms and rural households face 
serious limitations in accessing essential inputs (feed, 
fertilizer, seeds, chemicals, etc.) and selling their output. 

Widespread forms of contracting problems like long 
payment delays or non-payments for delivered products 
(Swinnen, 2005) were apparent in Armenia during the 
transition. 



Dairy Industry in ArmeniaDairy Industry in Armenia

Annual capacity of 320000 tons of dairy production.

27000 tons of cheese and 13000 tons of ice-cream.

42 state-owned dairies.

Prior to Transition

After the Transition
All former 42 state-owned dairies have been privatized, many of 
them do not operate at all.

Many small plants exist, which produce salted cheese under 
inadequate hygiene conditions.

Several large dairy processors produce a wide range of dairy 
products: sour cream, yogurts, milk, ice-cream and cheeses.

No FDI and JV in the dairy sector.

Emergence of milk marketing cooperatives.



Sample Characteristics and GrowthSample Characteristics and Growth



Buyer RelationshipsBuyer Relationships

How is your milk collected?

When are you paid for the milk you supply to your main buyer?



Buyer RelationshipsBuyer Relationships

Coop members were mainly receiving their money on the 15th

day (44%), another common period was 1 month (36%).  
Farmers working with dairy processors had many periods for 
receiving their money, it was mainly based on negotiation, or 
the existing tradition of the processor.



How important are the following factors in How important are the following factors in 

your choice of main buyer?your choice of main buyer?

The cooperative member farmers factor priorities for choice of main 
buyer were “Buyer trustworthiness”, “Payment reliability” and “Price 
stability”. Non-member farmers also had the same ranking of these 
factors but with less percentages.



LikertLikert Scale Questions used for trust Scale Questions used for trust 
and general perception issuesand general perception issues

Surveys showed that coops are more involved in the activities of their members’
businesses like: often or always visiting the premises to improve the performance, 
conducting trainings and seminars (61% vs 15%).



Buyer Relationships/Overall SatisfactionBuyer Relationships/Overall Satisfaction

Total satisfaction rate of coop members are rather high compared
that of with non-member farmers: 95% vs. 76%. 



Prices and YieldsPrices and Yields

On average the coop member farmers showed better performance in terms 
of getting higher yields in different seasons of 2005. 

On average, coop member farmers received about 10% more than non-
member farmers. The price of the milk for 2005 the coop farmers got, made 
100 AMD, which is about 0.17 Euro (with the exch. Rate =581.14 AMD, 
www.cba.am ).   



Support Measures: COOP vs. Processors



Contractual RelationshipsContractual Relationships

Contractual Basis: Non-member Farmers

39.92%

29.83%

30.25%

Written Oral No Contract

Contractual Basis: Coop Member Farmers

30.65%

59.68%

9.68%

Written Oral No Contract



Contract RelationshipsContract Relationships

The farmers consider “Security of Milk Sales” and “Price Stability” as very 
important influencing factors. When contract offers extra services or opportunity 
to get a loan, the motivation to sign a contract is relatively high among coop 
member farmers than non-member farmers. 



Contract RelationshipsContract Relationships

The most specified articles in contracts were: price, frequency of 
delivery, quality requirement and mode and speed of payment.



Contract RelationshipsContract Relationships

About 96% of the surveyed coop farmers confirmed that their 
cooperatives NEVER disrespected the terms of their contracts. 
There were seldom cases among only 4% of the respondents.





ConclusionsConclusions

The analysis of the determinants of farmer satisfaction with their main 
buyer relationship highlights the importance of trust and support 
measures.

More than about 95% of the coop farmers (vs. 65% of non-member’s) 
were able to improve the well being of their household and the overall 
profitability of their business due to the relationship they have with their 
main buyer.

Coops were able to provide more contract support measures than 
processors which translated into higher performance, better yields, higher 
prices, trust and reliability for member farmers.

Although the majority of coop farmers had only oral contracts, it didn’t 
stopped them receiving the support measures.  About 96% of member 
farmers stated that their main buyers (COOP) never disrespected the 
terms of their contracts (vs. 74% of non-members).



Thanks for your attention !!


